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Abstract
This paper suggests and employs a mefhodfor reducing
vibrations at fhe tip of a robof. The vibrations, caused
by strucfuralflaibility, are detected using accelerometers. The robot control system consists of two complementaiy sub-sysfems: a nominal motion controller and
a vibration compensator. The former one realizes joinf
motions in accordance with a prescribed tip trajecfoiy.
The latter one robusfly otfenuates oscillations at the tip
that are due to strucfuralflaibilify. The beneffs of fhis
set-up are aperimenrally venifed for a spatial directdrive robot with 3 revolute degrees offreedom.

1. Introduction
Elastic effects in robotic systems are under permanent
research during the last two decades [I-111. They
became especially important when using lightweight
materials for robot constructions that may enable faster
movements of robots with the same actuators applied.
As the stiffiess of lightweight constructions is in
general not sufficient to avoid their elastic bending,
quick movements may cause undesirable vibrations of
the robot end-effector. Such vibrations deteriorate the
accuracy of trajectory tracking.
A part of the research on robot flexibility is devoted to
dynamic modeling of elastic effects [I-61. The models
can be used for simulation and control purposes. There
are two classes of flexibility in robots: lumped elasticity
in the transmission of torque [1,2], and distributed link
flexibility [3-61. The former one arises due to the use of
elastic transmission elements, e.g., harmonic drives,
belts, or long shafts. The latter one comes as a result of
using lightweight materials and constructions to reduce
mass and inertia of the links. Such materials and
constructions increase the link compliance, which leads
to structural vibrations at low frequencies and of significant amplitude.
Dynamic models incorporating flexible behavior can be
used for design of model-based controllers, which
should counteract elastic effects [6-1 I]. The models
implement feedfonuard control actions applied in addition to suitable linearhonlinear feedback [6]. Apart
from simulation studies, experimental results in application of vibration compensators are rarely presented in
the literature. The most frequently encountered are
single [7,8] or two-link planar flexible robot arms [9].
There are only a few references treating more complex
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spatial robot configurations, e.g., [10,11]. Possible reasons are the complexity of measuring equipment and a
high dimension of the controllers, as advanced vibration
control requires feedback from deformation variables in
addition to nominal motion coordinates. Deformation
variables represent liddjoint deflections measured using
strain gauges, accelerometers, visual systems, etc.
In this paper we propose an efficient control strategy for
attenuating tip vibrations, applicable to general spatial
robot configurations. Accelerometers attached at the
robot tip are used as vibration sensors. The number of
translational and angular directions along which reduction of vibrations is possible equals the number of
degrees-of-fieedom (d.0.f.). The dynamics along each
direction is experimentally identified and used in the
design of the vibration compensator. Benefits of the
compensator are experimentally verified on a spatial
robot with 3 revolute d.0.f. This robot belongs to the
class of direct drive robots, which is usually recognized
as very challenging for accurate control because of
highly nonlinear and coupled dynamics. We achieved
robust attenuation of vibrations arising at the tip, which
encourages us that the suggested strategy is practically
applicable to any mechanical system having an open
kinematic chain. The key contributions of our approach
are: (i) time-efficient identification of elastic effects and
their incorporation into the model of rigid-body
dynamics, (ii) use of the resulting non-linear dynamic
model to simplify the problem of vibration compensation to an ordinary regulation problem, solvable using a
well-developed linear theory, and (iii) robust compensation of tip vibrations.
In the next section we include elastic effects into a rigidbody model of robot dynamics. The extended model is
used for design of a vibration compensator. Section 3
describes our robotic set-up and analyses sources and
effects of the robot flexibility. Identification of the
elastodynamics, as well as design of a vibration
compensator, are presented in Section 4. Section 5
shows experimental results that validate our approach.
Conclusions are given at the end.

2. Compensating for Flexible Dynamics
The standard model ofrigid-body robot dynamics [ 121

= H(q)q+h(q,q)
(1)
is considered. Here, q , q , and q are nxl vectors of
T
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joint motions, velocities and accelerations (n is the
number of d.o.f.), T an nxl vector of generalized joint
forces, H an nxn inertia matrix, and h an nxl vector
of Coriolisicentripetal, gravitational and friction forces.
When structural flexibility is negligible, equation (I)
defines joint torques that correspond to a certain location (position and orientation) of the end-effector. This
location is mapped to displacements in the joints via an
inverse kinematics mapping [13]. When flexible dynamics is present, the location of the end-effector deviates
from its rigid-body location, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

nal and angular vibration coordinates, respectively,
reffered to 'n'. They represent displacement of the tip
frame from its rigid-body location, as shown in Fig. 1.
The last term in (2) points out how to compensate for
the manipulator flexibility. It indicates that control of
reference joint motions, which we denote with T ~ has,
to be corrected with a term counteracting the effects of
"f and " m . This term we denote with T " . Let us
adopt the computed torque control [I31 for tracking a
joint reference q,(t) . If we define the tacking error as

e@)=

- q(t),

(4)

then the system can be stabilized using a standard
proportional-derivative (PD) feedback controller
Tq

=H(q,)(ii, + K , e + % 6 ) + h ( q r , q , ) ,

(5)

where

K, =diag[k,,i kp,2 kp,31, K d =diag[kd,i

kd,2

kd,31(6)

are positive definite gain matrices. Vibration compensation can be achieved by adding a term

Figure 1: Elastic displacementof robot tipfrom
its rigid-body location
We assume that dominant flexibility is due to elasticity
in the most distal link. This is an important case in practical applications - think of robots used in space missions or machines for concrete pumping in civil engineering (boom pumps). Reference [IO] suggests that
vibrations at the tip, caused by elasticity, are the result
of two factors: an equivalent elastic force " f and an
equivalent elastic torque "m . Both factors are indicated
in Fig. 1, where they are referred to the tip coordinate
frame 'n'. They can be integrated into the model (I)
using the well-known description of dynamic interaction between the end-effector and environment [13]:
T = H(q)q + h(q, q) +

to the controller (5). Feedback control laws that should
ensure attenuation of both linear and angular elastic
displacements are denoted by the 3x1 vector functions
U / and U,. The vibration compensator (7) need to be
active in the frequency range of vibrations and must not
interfere with the computed torque controller. In
practice, reference joint trajectories are chosen to lie
below the lowest eigenfrequency of the structure. The
motion controller ( 5 ) acts within the bandwidth of the
joint references, while the compensator (7) acts in the
frequency range of elastic vibrations. As -rq and T ,
should act complementary to each other, we can
determine them separately. The complete control law is:
T = T q +T,.

Design of the feedback laws
where J(q) denotes a 6xn manipulator geometric Jaco-

:

bian reffered to the base (inertial) frame 'O', R(q) is
an orthogonal matrix mapping orientation of 'n' to 'O',
p is a 3x1 vector of tip Cartesian Coordinates referred
to 'O', and the skew-symmetric matrix operator S is
defined by:

Variables "p' and "6' denote 3x1 vectors of translatio-

U/ and U,

(8)

requires know-

ledge on the functions "f("p') and "m("6'). A way to
identify these relations will be presented in Section 4.

3. Experimental Set-up
We perform our experiments on the direct-drive RRR
robot shown in Fig. 2. Each joint has infinite motion
range thanks to the use of sliprings for the transfer of
power and sensor signals. Joint motions are measured
using incremental encoders. A PC-based control system
enables an easy evaluation of diverse control laws [14].
A detailed description of the robot kinematics and
dynamics is available in [15,16]. It includes kinematic
(forward and inverse) and dynamic models in closed2207

form. The dynamic model is used for implementation of
the control law (5)-(8).
The direct-drive construction of the RRR robot implies
a highly nonlinear and coupled robot dynamics that is
quite challenging for accurate control. Joint flexibility is
negligible. However, the last link is a plastic tube with a
low rigidity. Its flexibility causes vibrations at the tip,
complicating accurate tracking of reference tip trajectories. This link features translational elastic deflections
along the y3 and z, axes, indicated in Fig. 2. Deflections
along y3 are more profound, as they arise inline with
movement in the last joint. Elastic deformations of the
link cause translational vibrations at the tip, as high
torsional stiffoess of the link prevents rotational
vibrations. Therefore, a sensor of translational movements is required for measuring vibrations at the tip. We
adopt a triaxial accelerometer as a measuring device.
This sensor has poor low frequency characteristics, as it
cannot measure constant accelerations and does not provide reliable measurements up to a lower cut-off frequency of 3 Hz. However, the vibrations arising at the tip
of our robot lie within the band of the sensor's reliable
measurements. We mount it at the origin of the coordinate frame '3', aligning its mutually orthogonal principal axes with the frame axes. This enables direct measurement of accelerations of translational tip vibrations.
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Figure 3: Reference joint motions
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Figure 2: RRR robot experimental set-up

To illustrate the effects of link elasticity, we consider
the reference joint motions shown in Fig. 3. They are
realized on the robot using controller (5). In Fig. 4 we
present the resulting joint velocities and accelerations.
They are not measured, but reconstructed using a linear
observer. The observer filters-out quantization noise
caused by the incremental encoders. From the plots we
see that the time-histones for the 3" d.0.f. reveal the
presence of a high frequency component superimposed
to the nominal speed and acceleration. Power spectral
densities (PSD) of -q3 and q, , presented in Fig. 5 ,
indicate a dominant harmonic at 28 Hz. In the next
section we will show that this harmonic corresponds to
the fust eigenfrequency of the last link. It turns out that
the joint references shown in Fig. 3 induce elastic
deflections of the last link, which influence measurements from the 3d position sensor.

Figure 5: PSDs' of q, and q,

Signals from the hiaxial accelerometer should confirm
the presence of vibrations. As an illustration, we investigate signals from the accelerometers aligned with the y3
and z, axes. They are shown in Fig. 6 together with the
reference tip accelerations:
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where J,

denotes the upper ( 3 ~ part
) of the manipu-

lator geometric Jacobian J , The right-hand side of (9)
is premultiplied by !RT(q) tn represent the tip accelerations in the same coordinate frame ('3') as the outputs
from the triaxial accelerometer.
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Figure 6: Reference tip accelerationr andoutputsfrom the
accelerometers aligned with y f and23 axes

If we compare the expected and measured accelerations
alongn and z3 axes, shown in Fig. 6, we may notice the
presence of a high-frequent component in the output of
the accelerometer aligned with y3. PSD of this signal,
given in Fig. 7, shows that the accelerometer detects the
oscillation at 28 Hz. This frequency has already been
observed in the power spectra of q3 and q 3 . A good
correspondence between desired and measured time
histories shown on the right-hand side in Fig. 6, confirms appropriate calibration of the installed accelerometers. Slight discrepancies are due to the poor low-frequent characteristics of the sensor. The chattering in the
output of the accelerometer along z3 is not caused by
oscillations, as they are negligible along this axis, but it
is rather due to sensor noise and interference between
the accelerometers ("cross-talk" effect).

the problem of tip vibrations. There we stressed that
designing a vibration compensator requires knowledge
of a relation between the elastic force/torque and the
vibration displacements/rotations. In the considered
robot only translational vibrations can he found. To get
the relation between the elastic force and the displacements we can either use fmt principles modeling [l-61
or experimental identification. The former approach is
theoretically well-established, hut more time-consuming. In our strategy we prefer identification, as it provides relevant models more efficiently.
Accurate information on velocity and especially position can hardly he acquired ffom accelerometer output
signals, even if filters nr observers are engaged. To
avoid the need for accurate information on the linear
elastic displacement of the robot tip, we directly use
signals from the accelerometers, as their frequency is
the same as of the vibration displacements, and their
magnitudes are proportional to amplitudes of the
vibrations. Strictly speaking, these relations hold for
periodic single harmonic tip vibrations. However, they
are practically valid even for more involved harmonic
content of the vibrations [IO], as the lowest eigenfrequency dominates the higher harmonics. In most
practical problems it is acceptable to concentrate on the
first flexible mode and to assume that displacement and
acceleration of the vibrations are proportional. Smaller
amplitude of the vibrations implies smaller acceleration.
As the opposite also holds, instead of Innking for the
relation "f("p') we can find a relation between "f and

"p', since the tip vibrations can be attenuated by
counteracting the force that induces these accelerations.
Vibrations occur at specific eigenfrequencies, so we
need to focus on the frequency range that covers eigenfrequencies that are interesting for us. Here, we use an
8' order Yulewalk handpass filter, whose Bode plot is
shown in Fig. 8, to extract information about the
vibrations from the accelerometer signals.

Figure 8: ghorder Yulewalkfilter used forfiltering
accelerometer outputs

Figure 7: PSD of outputfrom the accelerometer aligned
with y3

The relation between equivalent elastic force and filtered acceleration is identified by three sets of measurements. Each set identifies the relationship 3 f i ( 3 j i )
(i=xw)).BYapplying

4. Design of feedback vibration compensator
In Section 2 we formulated a strategy that can remedy

with
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T~

defined by (S), the robot is kept in some pres-

cribed static configuration q, (q, = O ) . A random
noise v(t) is injected into the system via fi=v(t)

(3f.
I = 0 , j # i ) . Fig. 9 presents the frequency
responses of the identified transfer functions
for 16 distinct robot configurations to
3 p;(s)/yy(s)
..
illustrate the effect of this excitation. The responses
show consistent relation between 'f, and ' p ; , except
in the low frequency region, where we could not get
reliable measurements due to poor signal-to-noise ratio.
Similar consistency bas been observed when the transfer
function 'p:(s)/yZ(s) was identified. Transfer function
3 p..: ( s ) / y x ( s ) was not considered, as longitudinal
vibrations of the last link (along xj) are negligible. On
the frequency responses presented in Fig. 9 we clearly
observe two eigenfrequencies - one at 28Hz and
another at 180 Hz.The first one has been already recognized as the frequency of the tip vibrations. The second
one is not excited in our experiments, as it is not present
in the sensor signals. Therefore, it is not further investigated. The strategy we used to identify a relation
behueen equivalent elastic forces and linear vibration
displacements could be applied also if a relation
between the equivalent elastic torque and angles of rota.tional vibrations should be identified. Such relation,
however, is not needed for the available set-up.

low-frequency band, as it should act complementary to
the controller of the nominal joint motions.
Here we will just discuss compensation of the vibrations
along the 'y3' axis. This means that we should design
only the 2"dcomponent of the feedback compensation
law U, in (7). This law treats the tip vibrations in the
same coordinate frame where the vibrations are measured ('3'). The objective is to keep 'j; close to zero,
by appropriate change of

f,. It

,

IO0

.

of the plant transfer function P,which should be feedback regulated with some compensator C. The vibration
attenuation problem is thus simplified to a linear regulation problem, for which we have available a number
of solutions (see [I71 for a review). This conclusion
undoubtedly simplifies the original problem of vibration
compensation and represents the key contribution of the
strategy we suggest in this paper. Among a number of
possibilities, we employ H, design for C. This choice
naturally results from our desire to achieve robust
performance of the regulated system. In hun it offers an
answer to the question how to achieve robust
attenuation of robot tip vibrations, which was posed in
[lo]. Using H, theory we designed the compensator C.
It gives the open-loop gain PC which frequency
response is shown in Fig. IO. The regulated system is
clearly stable, its phase margin of 30" is sufficient, and
a high-frequency roll-off is realized. The sensitivity
function S (=l/(l+PC)),given in Fig. 11, shows attenuation of the first eigenfrequency of about 14 dB,but a
larger S on both sides of 28 Hz. The peaks of S are
below 7 dB,which can be tolerated.
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L

We now proceed with the design of the vibration compensator. A suitable compensator should reduce the tip
vibrations at 28 Hz, but it must not interfere with the
motion controller (9,as explained in Section 2. We do
not want a contribution from the compensator within the
frequency range of the reference accelerations. The
vibration compensator should be active only beyond this

-1000

IO'

IO'

Freq.[Hrl

Figure 10: Open-loop gain frequency response
of the regulated system
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Figure 11: Sensitiviryfunction of the regulated system

5. Experimental evaluation
In this section we present experimental results in reducing vibrations using the designed compensator. First
we consider the motion task illustrated in Fig. 3. If the
vibration compensator is disabled, the output of the
accelerometer aligned with the y3 axis is as shown on
the left-hand side in Fig. 6. The accelerometer output
shown on the left-hand side in Fig. 12 is obtained if the
vibration compensator is enabled. Clearly, there is a
significant attenuation of the vibrations in the latter
case. This is also confirmed by the right side of Fig. 12,
showing negligible power of the accelerometer output at
28 Hz if the vibration compensator is active.

shown on the left-hand side in Fig. 13. The letters are
written in a vertical surface, parallel to the xg0 plane.
The corresponding joint motions are given next to the
letters. Writing the letters demands a considerable
dynamic engagement from the robot [18]. At the beginning of the experiment the vibration compensator is
disabled. Execution of the reference joint motions,
shown in Fig. 13, generates significant chattering in the
acceleration of the 3d joint and in the outputs of the
triaxial accelerometer. When the vibration compensator
is enabled, an immediate attenuation of the vibration
occurs. This is illustrated in Fig. 14, representing
reference and actual accelerations of the 3" joint (left),
and reference and measured acceleration along the y3
axis (right). In Fig. 15 we show a photo of the executed
sequence of letters. We may see that the compensator
was enabled when writing the letter '0'.Before enabling
the compensator, the letters were written with considerable oscillations around the reference path. When
enabled, the compensator attenuates the oscillations and
the writing proceeds smoothly and accurately. Cartesian
errors along xo and zo directions, presented in Fig. 16,
reduce when the Vibration compensation is activated.
This example shows robustness of the compensator with
respect to variations in plant dynamics.

Accelerometeroutput

- Reference
2

9

.$ 0

1

R

Figure 13: Left: reference path of the robot tip;
right: the corresponding reference joint motions
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along y3 with vibration compensator enabled;
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To test robustness of the designed compensator, the
28 Hz resonance of the last link is amplified by increasing kd,3 gain in the motion controller (5). The frequency response ' i j ; ( s ) / % ( s )

corresponding to an incre-

ased kd,3 differs from the one shown in Fig. 9, which
was used for the design of the vibration compensator.
The difference may occur since increase of kd,3 amplifies high frequent eigenmodes and tilts the frequency
response of P . The robot tip should write the letters

I

0

I

Time [s]

10

Figure 14: Left: reconshrcted executed acceleration of
the 3"'joint; right: measured acceleration along y ,
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Figure 16: Cartesian errors along xoand zo directions

6. Conclusions
We present a method for reducing vibrations arising at
the tip of a robot due to the presence of flexibility. The
method requires knowledge of flexible dynamics and
sensors for measuring vibrations. Vibrations are measured using accelerometers. A relevant model of elastodynamics is experimentally identified. Identification
makes obtaining a verified model more efficient. Identified model is combined with a rigid-body model. The
combined model enables regulation of tip vibrations
directly in the coordinate frame where the vibrations are
measured. The problem of vibration compensation is
thus reduced to an ordinary regulation problem,
solvable using a well-developed linear theory. This
gives more freedom in choosing a particular form of the
vibration compensator. Design of a robust vibration
compensator is proposed in this paper. Practical usability and robust performance of the compensator are
experimentally verified on a spatial direct-drive robot.
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